
When we have a mental model of something, it shapes our behavior and limits our creativity in finding solutions. Use 

these statements or collect statements from staff about their mental models about the library.  Try asking questions that 

flip the assumption such as  “The library is for providing entertainment” instead of “The library is for supporting lifelong 

learning” or “Our job is to protect library material” vs. “Our job is to serve the community.” 

 

The library’s purpose is to support lifelong learning. 

We can’t charge for services. 

Customers don’t want to learn. 

We must provide databases for free. 

You can only solve problems based on your pay grade. 

Lack of money keeps us from becoming the best library. 

The library is meant for quiet reading and study. 

Your job is to make materials available equally for all people. 

The boss has the answer. 

The union is the problem. 

Because we’ve always done it this way, it’s the right way. 

If customers self serve, we’ll lose our jobs. 

It’s not our job to teach customers. 

Only the librarians can answer questions. 

It’s the administrators who know the future of the library. 

Strategic planning must be done every 5 years. 

It’s important to get books to customers as quickly as possible. 

Customers should not have to wait in a line. 

The answers are out there somewhere. 

Performance reviews happen annually. 

Our library is unique. 

A library must be run by librarians. 

A public library must carry popular fiction. 

I’m powerless. 

I need to wait for training. 

You need to be sure of the outcome or impact before you start. 
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